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introduction
according to one authors estimate when it comes to communication the

average adult spends approximately nine percent of the time writing sixteen percent
reading thirty percent speaking and forty five percent listening rivers 1978 this
estimate emphasizes the importance of listening in communication

in spite of the importance given to listening in foreign language acquisition
many upper level japanese students still lack sufficient listening comprehension
skills to adequately understand authentic english language materials such as satellite
and bilingual TV programs and video tapes of foreign movies many students report
that they dont really know what the speakers are talking about or that they have no
ideas what is being said

the reason that many students dont understand authentic listening materials is

because of the interrelationshipinter relreirelationshipatlon ship of several language components involved in
listening comprehension these include phonological elisions reductions and
contractions etc syntactic lexical and organizational discourse elements because
these components are interrelatedinter related a problem with one many affect students
comprehension of the overall message wilcox and greathouse 1978

the purpose of this paper is to present a model for developing materials to use
with authentic videos in EFL classes and effectively improve students listening
comprehension this report describes the process we underwent in planning and
implementing a video course to be incorporated into our institutions upper level
curriculum

the paper also explores the results of teacher surveys 65 participants conducted
in the spring of 1993 and student surveys 379 participants conducted in december
1993 to aid us in our ongoing evaluation of the video course our work has been
based on the premise that developing authentic video materials suitable to students
needs will help them to improve and build confidence in their listening
comprehension

using authentic video materials
the use of authentic materials in the classroom has been supported by many

researchers first of all krashen 1982 points out that authentic learning
experiences provide learners an opportunity to acquire the target language also
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clarke states the language of the real world is what learners need to be exposed to
because that language is uncompromising towards the learner and reflects real world
goals clarke 1989 p 73 for using videos in classrooms stempleski and
Tortomalinnalin 1990 state that moving pictures together with sound present language
more comprehensively and realistically than any other teaching medium for
listening exercises ur 1984 points out that using authentic videos provides useful
listening practice for high level learners

for many years ECC has used various commercial textbooks in upper level
classes however materials that adequately satisfy the needs and objectives of
upper level students have been few and far between given this and the recognition
of continuing deficiencies in students comprehension of authentic listening
materials the longheldlong held idea of incorporating authentic videos into the upper level
curriculum at ECC was finally realized in the new video course introduced in

upper level classes in the spring of 1993

upper level ECC classes and students
there are two upper level courses at ECC pre advanced and advanced both

pre advanced and advanced students study for 105 minutes twice a week in a one year
program with the inclusion of videos in the 1993941993 94 curriculum one class a week
is devoted to video the average class size is from five to ten students and there are
about eighty upper level classes throughout ECC districts in japan

the students in upper levels tend to be in college or working outside the home
and most of them study english for the purposes of traveling working or studying
abroad satisfying a work requirement or as a hobby

general course objectives
before formulating course objectives we consulted richards taxonomy of

listening skills 1985 and lundsbunds 1990 taxonomy of real world listening
behaviors then general course objectives were delineated as follows

by participating in the video course it was hoped that students would be able to
develop and enhance the following micro skills for listening comprehension

focused listening for key words and ideas
guessing meanings of words from context
recognizing functions of stress and intonation in language
nuisances irony sarcasm etc
predicting and inferring causes and effects
identifying topics and situations

students also would be able to practice and improve in the following speaking
skills
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increase active vocabulary particularly with regard to idiomatic
and colloquial expressions
use a variety of language structures appropriately and more confidently
give detailed descriptions and supported opinions
analyze and discuss sophisticated or abstract topics

concerning the use of video tapes ECC has a contract with NBC national
broadcasting corporation in america as its video suppliers and is authorized by NBC
to use their videos photographs and transcripts

the process of selecting videos begins with a thorough screening of a list of
thirty to forty videos provided by NBC those programs which appear to offer the
best teachinglearningteaching learning opportunities are requested for viewing then japanese and
native staff members along with some additional pre advancedadvanced level
japanese volunteers watch the videos and consider the following points

Is the level of language appropriate for pre advancedadvanced students
are there any controversialout of date topics
would the program content be interesting or informative to

most japanese students
Is everyday english used
does the vocabulary load seem reasonable for students at this level

other aspects of the video taken into consideration include listening speed
accents of the speakers naturalness of the dialogsconversationsdialogs conversations and cultural content
of the program feedback and reviews on a variety of videos are shared among ECCs
districts across japan before final video selections are made four videos were chosen
for the 1993941993 94 curriculum

materials for teachers and students
teachers book the teachers book is an exact copy of the students book and

contains teaching procedures notes and answers for each section it also contains a

transcript of the video program A new teachers book is provided for each video
program

class video tape only the teacher has a copy of the video tape of each
program ECC does not have the authority to sell or distribute copies of video tapes
to students

students book the students book contains all of the study materials students
need for class there is a students book for each video program and each book
contains about ten cuts unitslessonsunits lessons

video transcripts complete transcripts of each video program are included in

the teachers books and are also given to students at the beginning of each video
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program however students are given the transcript as a home study aid and are
asked not to read ahead in the script to sections that have not yet been viewedstudiedviewed studied
in class

audio tapes the audio tape is the sound track of the video and is to be used as
a backupback up in case there are technical difficulties with the video tape the audio tape
may also be incorporated into some classroom activities

detailed description of students book
previewing

character descriptions the section which is dealt with in the first cut of each
video serves as an introduction to the program through the characters each of which
is briefly highlighted to give students a basis for understanding what motivates their
speech and actions in the program

previewing this section works as an extension of the warmupwarm up and prepares
students for viewing the video by prompting them to think about themes or
situations that will occur in the sequence often the focus is on evoking students
predictive skills to facilitate their listening comprehension previewing questions are
also used to engage students in discussion relevant to the lessons video sequence

vocabulary this section prepares students for terms and expressions in the
sequence that may be unknown or aurally unfamiliar and give students the
opportunity to expand their active and passive vocabularies As students have the task

of matching terms with definitions their internalization of the terms is enhanced
furthermore they may discuss and seek clarification on the terms meaning and
usage with each other and the teacher

viewing
general comprehension the questions in this section are discussion oriented

encouraging students to summarize the main occurrences or transactions in each
scene and give students a focus for the first viewing of a sequence students should
be able to understand the essence of what occurs in the sequence without having to be
well informed on details and therefore they view the sequence only once in this
section

specific listening activities using clozealoze exercises or guided note taking grids
are included in some lessons to provide a listening focus and fine tune students
listening skills

specific comprehension questions in this section give students a listening
focus for more detailed information about a sequence because students are asked for
more specific responses eg quotes from the sequencedialogsequence dialog etc they are shown
the designated video clip two times or more if theyre unable to respond to the
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majority of questions after two viewings pausing the video is a useful technique
for facilitating a viewing exercise or doing comprehension checks

silent viewing this activity may appear in the viewing section as well as in

the previewing section to encourage students to hypothesize and make use of
visualparalinguisticvisual paralinguistic cues eg characters posture facial expressions etc

language nuances && humor various lines quoted from the sequencedialogsequence dialog
contain language nuances which may be difficult for students to comprehend without
support in interpreting sarcasm cultural references etc direct excerpts are taken
from the sequence for students to consider with the guidance of questions designed to
facilitate students interpretation of the nuances

postviewingPostviewing

activity A variety of postviewingpostviewing activities have been createdadaptedcreated adapted in order
for students to practice language used in or related to a given sequence activities
include roleplaysroleplays eg of a scene from the days sequence with possible variations in

language situation or cultural context etc and summarizationrecallsummarization recall activities in
which students summarize a scene or sequence in pairs

discussion questions in this section reinforce students overall comprehension
of the days sequence by focusing on conversationseventsconversations events from the sequence and in
some cases providing direct quotes students further develop their discussion skills
by analyzing and personalizing themes from the sequence

pilot testing
in developing the first set of materials extensive classroom testing was done

which included students surveys results were generally positive indicating that
most students found the material useful and helpful to their listening comprehension
many students indicated that completing the exercises in the student materials enabled
them to satisfactorily understand the video sequence by the end of the lesson
through the active listening format and the structured support of the materials and
teaching procedures taking students through various previewing viewing and
postviewingpostviewing exercises students were able to deal with the video in depth to the
extent that they could discuss and interpret selected language nuances with the ready
assistance of the teacher hence based on the lesson format student materials and
teacher support students felt the program content was interesting and that they had
learned a lot about the target culture

teacher surveys
in order to find out how teachers felt about the new video course based on their

experience teaching the first video program sara a situation comedy and to
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examine ways to improve the studentteacherstudent teacher materials a survey was administered to
sixty five teachers in the spring of 1993 the questions pertained to the teachers
lesson preparation the execution of the lessons and teachers perceptions of the
content of the student and support materials

in terms of lesson preparation time some teachers spent a lot of time in the
beginning due to their unfamiliarity with the materials and equipment but gradually
preparation time was reduced to that which was standard for most other materials

most teachers followed lesson plan guidelines and found that the cuts were easy
to teach however they could not cover all the sections adequately in each class
some skipped the postviewingpostviewing activity in order to get into the discussion section
others skipped different activities to adjust for time limitations lack of time was
evidently the biggest problem in getting through a video lesson

from our evaluation of the video course at that time including results of the
teacher surveys a few alterations were made in subsequent video materials in hot
pursuit the second video program and christmas eve the third video program we

reduced the number of questions in the language nuances section and in some
cuts the entire section was omitted if there was no substantial dialog that warranted
highlighting and analysis for the students in christmas eve the previewing
questions were reduced to two to save time

in their section by section assessments teachers differed particularly in their
attitudes toward the language nuances and humor section which was seen by
some teachers to be the most valuable section and others to be the least valuable
these conflicting results call for some explanation those who felt it was most
valuable thought that this section was crucial to students comprehension of the
program without this section students would feel dissatisfied because they really
want to know what deeper meanings are being expressed or why some scenes could
be funny teachers who felt it was least valuable thought that this activity was just
too difficult for students to handle they thought that the activity needed a lot of
explanation by the teacher those who felt it was most enjoyable thought that the
students were anxious to understand the nuances and humor

concerning support materials teachers gave very positive feedback indicating
they found the teachers book helpful and useful they also thought that the
students book was well laid out and attractive

in conclusion even though there were a few problems eg running out of time
with exercises and some difficult activities within the cuts most teachers seemed
positive about teaching this new video course since the surveys were conducted
toward the beginning of the course some teachers were unsure whether some sections
were really working well or not therefore investigation will likely be made to
determine how well different sections of the book are working over time
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student surveys
in order to collect information for our continuing evaluation of the video course

a survey was administered in december 1993 at all ECC schools in japan offering
video classes for PA pre advanced and AV advanced students of 379 respondents
to the survey 240 were PA students and 139 were AV students the questions
pertained to the following the level of difficulty of the video class the usefulness of
the english used in the video class the level of students listening comprehension by

the end of each class the amount of time devoted to listening exercises how
adequately exercises were covered in each class suggestions for other types of
exercises students preferences among various types of videos for use in class and
students overall satisfaction with the video class

results and discussion
the purpose of this survey was to gather information that would help us

evaluate and improve the video course overall the survey results were very positive
and most students were satisfied with the video course although some students felt
that the video course was a little too difficult most of them understood the video by
the end of each class most students were satisfied with the content of the video
programs and felt that the english used in the video class was useful or OK in
addition the amount of time devoted to listening exercises seemed to be appropriate
and exercises that teachers chose to do were covered adequately

in comparing higher and lower level students within a class more lower level
students thought the video course was difficult and wanted more time for listening
exercises accommodating lower level students would be challenging for teachers
because if they spent more time on listening exercises they would not be able to
cover the other sections and some higher level students could get bored one way of
dealing with this would be for teachers to adapt the materials to students needs by
giving more support in the exercises rather than simply showing the video as many
times as students want another thing that teachers could do would be to focus on a
specific section of the unit and attend to helping students understand that particular
section well rather than deal with every section in the unit and on the
materialmaterials s development end the writers should continue to assess the amount of
material included in each lesson

concerning the choice of video programs some students expressed an interest in
using the latest popular american TV programs and movies unfortunately other
than watching those videos for personal viewing purposes such as at home we are
not allowed to use them for public viewing and it is almost impossible to get
permission from suppliers to use them in classrooms we have considered the
possibility of contracting with other corporations eg ABC as future video
suppliers and are continuing to investigate alternative contract options
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As for the availability of classroom videos for students personal use according
to the contract with NBC we are not allowed to sell video tapes to the students
however permission was given for students to rent the videos therefore they can
now rent any of the videos previously studied from the office of their school

finally the students were interested in doing a variety of exercises for
vocabulary pronunciation listening and speaking in the video class some students
expressed an interest in doing mechanical exercises such as memorizing useful
expressions or repeating after the characters in the dialog they were also very
motivated to understand the video in much more detail and to practice some
expressions used in the video in speaking exercises consideration has been given to
students commentssuggestionscomments suggestions about exercises and efforts are being made to
accommodate these suggestions where practical and appropriate to the course
objectives

overall results of the survey reflected a generally positive perception of the
video course by students student feedback including additional written comments
was informative and helpful to our evaluation certainly it has factored into the
development of subsequent video materials and will continue to do so in the future

in conclusion using authentic videos in upper level classes provides students
with consistently good opportunities to be exposed to natural spoken english and to
improve their listening comprehension with the belief that teacher and student
feedback play an important part in assessing any course we continually examine
ways to improve our materials and teaching techniques in an effort to best
accommodate the educational needs and obobjectivesjectivesoctives of our students
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